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ABSTRACT

Observations by the Cores to Disk Legacy Teamwith the Spitzer Space Telescope have identified a low-luminosity,
mid-infrared source within the dense core, Lynds 1014, which was previously thought to harbor no internal source.
Follow-up near-infrared and submillimeter interferometric observations have confirmed the protostellar nature of this
source by detecting scattered light from an outflow cavity and a weak molecular outflow. In this paper, we report the
detection of centimeter continuum emission with the VLA. The emission is characterized by a quiescent, unresolved
90 �Jy 6 cm source within 0.200 of the Spitzer source. The spectral index of the quiescent component is � ¼ 0:37�
0:34 between 6 and 3.6 cm. A factor of 2 increase in 6 cm emission was detected during one epoch and circular
polarization was marginally detected at the 5 � level with Stokes V /I ¼ 48% � 16%. We have searched for 22 GHz
H2O maser emission toward L1014-IRS, but no masers were detected during seven epochs of observations between
2004 June and 2006 December. L1014-IRS appears to be a low-mass, accreting protostar, which exhibits centimeter
emission from a thermal jet or a wind, with a variable nonthermal emission component. The quiescent cm radio emis-
sion is noticeably above the correlation of 3.6 and 6 cm luminosity versus bolometric luminosity, indicating more radio
emission than expected. In this paper, we characterize the centimeter continuum emission in terms of observations of
other low-mass protostars, including updated correlations of centimeter continuum emission with bolometric lumi-
nosity and outflow force, and discuss the implications of recent larger distance estimates on the physical attributes of
the protostar and dense molecular core.

Subject headinggs: radiation mechanisms: nonthermal — radiation mechanisms: thermal —
radio continuum: stars — stars: formation

1. INTRODUCTION

It is extremely difficult to identify the incipient stages of low-
mass (�1M�) star formation, because densemolecular cloud cores
obscure nascent protostars. Submillimeter dust continuum sur-
veys (e.g., Ward-Thompson et al. 1994; Shirley et al. 2000;
Visser et al. 2002; Kirk et al. 2005) have identified several dense
cores with no apparent internal sources, based on the lack of an
IRAS point source and the diffuse nature of submillimeter dust
emission. Observations by the Cores to Disk Legacy Team (c2d)
with the Spitzer Space Telescope have identified a few mid-
infrared sources that are embedded near the submillimeter contin-
uum peaks of previously classified starless cores (e.g., Young et al.
2004; Bourke et al. 2006). These new objects are of low luminosity
(Lint � 0:1 L�) and presumably low mass, since they were not
previously detected by IRAS. Some of these objects may be in the
earliest stages of accretion. These newly identified low-mass, low-
luminosity protostars warrant detailed follow-up studies to deter-
mine their evolutionary status.

The first newly identified object detected in the c2d survey,
L1014-IRS (Young et al. 2004), was modeled as a very low-
luminosity (Lint < 0:1 L�), low-mass (M < 0:1M�) object em-
bedded within the Lynds 1014 dark cloud (Lynds 1962) at a
distance of approximately 200 pc. This object has been classified
as a VeLLO (very low luminosity object) by the c2d team: an ob-

ject with an internal protostellar luminosity �0.1 L� that is di-
rectly associated with a dense molecular core. The recent study
of Morita et al. (2006) has suggested a revised distance estimate
of 400Y900 pc based on the possible age ranges of nearby T Tauri
stars that are spatially within 2

�
of the L1014 dense core. How-

ever, it is not clear that these T Tauri stars are directly associated
with L1014.

Determining the evolutionary state of L1014-IRS has been
the subject of several follow-up studies. The large-scalemolecular
distribution in the dense core was determined by the single-dish
mapping survey of Crapsi et al. (2005). No evidence for a large-
scale CO outflow was detected; however, a molecular outflow
was detected on small scales with the SMA (Bourke et al. 2005).
Near-infrared observations detect scattered light, presumably
from the outflow cone, at 1.6 and 2.2 �m (Huard et al. 2006).
The SMA-detected CO outflow is aligned with the direction of
the near-infrared scattered light cavity. High-resolution molec-
ular observations with BIMA indicate that the protostar is not at
the peak of the molecular and dust column density in the core,
but offset by about 800 in the plane of the sky (S.-P. Lai et al.
2007, in preparation). This offset is also seen in (sub)millimeter
continuum maps (Young et al. 2004) and the near-infrared ex-
tinction map (Huard et al. 2006).

Despite these significant observational efforts, a single, consistent
picture of the evolutionary state of L1014-IRS has not emerged. In
order to better characterize the physical nature of L1014-IRS, we
have conducted centimeter radio continuum observations using five
array configurations of the Very Large Array (VLA).6 Centimeter
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radio continuum emission is well correlated with the luminosity
of protostellar sources (Anglada 1995) and is thought to arise
from shock ionization from protostellar winds (Ghavamian &
Hartigan 1998), from interaction of the protostellar jetswith dense
gas in the interface of the outflow cavity (Curiel et al. 1987, 1989;
Shang et al. 2004), or from accretion shock-driven photoioniza-
tion (Neufeld & Hollenbach 1996).

In this paper we report the detection and characterization of
the centimeter radio continuumemission towardL1014-IRS (x 3.1).
We compare the detected centimeter emission with observations of
other low-mass protostars (x 4.1). We discuss the nondetections of
22 GHz H2O masers and compare our upper limits to the recent
maser monitoring surveys of low-mass protostars (x 4.2). We
also compare the derived source properties from the diverse
studies of the protostar and dense core in terms of the range of
distance estimates to L1014 (x 4.3).

2. VLA OBSERVATIONS

L1014-IRS was observed during 10 epochs in 5 array con-
figurations (D, A, BnA, B, and C) with the VLA (Table 1). All
observations were centered on the published Spitzermid-infrared
source (� ¼ 21h24m07:51s, � ¼ þ49�59009:000, J2000.0). Con-
tinuum observations were made at 3.6 cm, and 6.0 cm, with
two polarization pairs at adjacent frequencies, providing a total
equivalent bandwidth of 172 MHz. We also attempted to de-
tect H2O masers by observing the JKaKc

¼ 616 ! 523 transition
at 22.23508 GHz with, typically, 24.4 kHz spectral resolution
(0.3 km s�1) spanning �20 km s�1 velocity coverage.

For the 3.6 and 6.0 cm data, the data were reduced indepen-
dently using the standard routines inAIPS++ andAIPS. Complex
gain calibration was performed by switching to the nearby quasar
2137+510, 2.4� from L1014-IRS, on timescales of 15Y30 min-
utes (Hamaker et al. 1996; Hamaker & Bregman1996). The ab-
solute flux density and bandpass calibration were determined from
observations of the quasars 3C 48 and 3C 283.

The Stokes I and V images were deconvolved using the Cotton-
Schwab algorithm (e.g., Schwab 1984) and Clark-Högbom algo-
rithm (Högbom 1974; Clark 1980) with a few thousand iterations
and interactive CLEAN regions. Imaging the L1014-IRS field was
difficult due to the presence of several bright sources within the

VLA primary beam (Fig. 1a). Special care had to be taken in the
CLEANing process (e.g., Cornwell et al. 1999), and multiple
reductions with variations in the CLEAN parameters were per-
formed. We have checked the consistency of our images by also
reducing the data with the standard AIPS routines, and the fluxes
agree within the statistical error bars. Generally, the images are
made with natural weighting of the visibilities (Briggs 1995);
however, uniform weighting was used to obtain better angular
resolution for the full track (9 hr) observations on the days of
2004 July 1 and 2004 August 21.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Radio Continuum Detections

We detected centimeter radio continuum emission from a
source within 0.200 of the Spitzer mid-IR source using the VLA
at 3.6 and 6 cm (Fig. 1). The initial detections were made during
9 hr tracks at 3.6 and 6 cm with the VLA in the D configuration.
Subsequent observations detected the source at 6 cm in the other
three VLA configurations, and again at 3.6 cm in D configuration.
All of the 6 cm observations, except for the initial 6 cm detection
on 2004August 21, indicate a constant flux density sourcewith an
average 6 cm flux of 88 � 11 �Jy (8 �). The source is unresolved
in all array configurations. The two detections at 3.6 cm are also in
agreement with each other, despite being separated by 17months.
The average 3.6 cm flux is 111� 8 �Jy (14 �). The spectral index
between two wavelengths (k2 > k1) is defined as

�¼ ln (Sk1=Sk2 )

ln (k2=k1)
: ð1Þ

We find an average spectral index between 3.6 and 6 cm of
� ¼ 0:37 � 0:34.
We may estimate the likelihood that the radio continuum emis-

sion is directly related to L1014-IRS and not due to a background
object by calculating the number of background extragalactic
sources with sufficient flux that are expected within our syn-
thesized beam. The centimeter continuum source is unresolved
in the A configuration observations at 6 cm with a 0:4600 ; 0:4400

TABLE 1

VLA Observations

L1014-IRS

UT Date Configuration

�

(GHz) Stokes

Beam
a

(arcsec) ��b S� �S� Units

2004 Jul 1 ......................... D 8.46 I 5.9 ; 5.9 172 MHz 103 15 �Jy

D 22.23508 I 4.3 ; 3.4 24.4 kHz . . . 7.6 mJy

2004 Aug 21..................... D 4.86 I 10.1 ; 10.0 172 MHz 173 16 �Jy
D 4.86 V 10.1 ; 10.0 172 MHz 84 17 �Jy

D 22.23508 I 5.1 ; 3.6 24.4 kHz . . . 13 mJy

2004 Nov 21..................... A 4.86 I 0.46 ; 0.44 172 MHz 90 18 �Jy

2005 Jan 11....................... BnA 22.23508 I 0.12 ; 0.10 24.4 kHz . . . 9.5 mJy

2005 Mar 7 ....................... B 22.23508 I 0.35 ; 0.30 97.6 kHz . . . 6 mJy

2005 Apr 9........................ B 4.86 I 1.7 ; 1.4 172 MHz 87 15 �Jy

B 22.23508 I 0.37 ; 0.30 24.4 kHz . . . 6 mJy

2005 Jul 19 ....................... C 4.86 I 5.0 ; 4.4 172 MHz 89 21 �Jy
2005 Dec 5 ....................... D 8.46 I 9.5 ; 5.9 172 MHz 119 20 �Jy

2006 Nov 29..................... A 22.23508 I 1.15 ; 0.97 48.8 kHz . . . 4.9 mJy

2006 Dec 28 ..................... A 22.23508 I 1.64 ; 0.83 48.8 kHz . . . 9.8 mJy

Combined.......................... ABC 4.86 I 1.6 ; 1.5 172 MHz 84 10 �Jy

a All epochs are imaged with natural weighting except for 2004 July 1 and 2004 August 21 where uniform weighting was used.
b The total bandwidth for continuum observations and the channel spacing for H2O maser observations.
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synthesized beam (natural weighting). The position of the 6 cm
source (� ¼ 21h24m07:53s, � ¼ þ49�59008:900, J2000.0) iswithin
0.200 of the Spitzermid-infrared source. The 6 cm source is the only
source with a flux �90 �Jy within 20 of the Spitzer source. The
total number of background sources with a flux greater than S �Jy
at 6 cm is given by N (>S ) ¼ 0:42(S/30 �Jy)�1:18 arcmin�2

(Fomalont et al. 1991); therefore, the number of background
sources with a flux �90 �Jy is 0.115 arcmin�2. The probability
that a background source lies within our 6 cm synthesized beam
is 0.0006%. We believe the centimeter emission is associated
with L1014-IRS and not associated with a background source
due to the exceptional positional coincidence and strength of the
emission.

The centimeter continuum emissionwas not constant at all ob-
served epochs. The 6 cm observations during the epoch of 2004
August 21 indicate a factor of 2 higher flux. The 6 cm detection
is an 11 � detection of 173 � 16 �Jy (Fig. 1c). This indicates that

the centimeter flux is variable and may be an indication of a flare
(x 4.1.2). We checked the consistency of the August 21 obser-
vations by comparing the 6 cm flux of other unresolved sources
within the L1014 field during the other 6 cm epochs. No sys-
tematic increase was detected among the background unresolved
sources on 2004 August 21.

We checked for variability on short timescales by separating
and re-imaging the 2004 August 21 6 cm observations into four
2 hr time blocks. The source was found not to vary, within the
uncertainties, during each 2 hr time block. This does not rule out
a variation on shorter timescales; however, it is extremely dif-
ficult to detect that variation due to the higher noise level in pro-
gressively shorter time blocks.

A StokesV source (circularly polarized) wasmarginally detected
at the 5 � level at 6 cm on 2004 August 21 with a flux of 84 �
17 �Jy at the position of the 6 cm Stokes I source (Fig. 1d ). The
fraction of circular polarization, fc ¼ Stokes V /I ¼ 48% � 16%,

Fig. 1.—(a) Initial detection of L1014-IRS at 3.6 cm, (b) ABC array combined 6 cm image, (c) 6 cm ‘‘flare’’ on 2004 August 21, (d ) and Stokes V 6 cm detection for
2004 August 21. The synthesized beam is shown in the lower left of (b) and (c). The 2 � contours in each panel correspond to: (b)�20 �Jy beam�1, (c)�33 �Jy beam�1,
(d ) �33 �Jy beam�1. Negative contours are shown as light dashed lines.
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is quite high if the detection is significant. Since the StokesV result
was obtained during a full single track of VLA observations, it
will be difficult to confirmuntil L1014-IRS is observedwithwider
bandwidth (e.g., with the eVLA). If the circular polarization signal
is real, then this observation indicates that the radio emission ob-
served on 2004 August 21 must originate from a nonthermal
mechanism (x 4.1.2).

3.2. Water Maser Search

We searched for H2O masers during seven epochs span-
ning 22 months by observing the JKaKc

¼ 616 ! 523 transition at
22.23508 GHz. No H2Omasers were detected at any epoch. The
combined 1 � rms of the nondetection is 3.1 mJy beam�1 with a
channel spacing of 24.4 kHz and a total bandwidth of 3.125MHz
(�40 km s�1). The individual observations are summarized in
Table 1.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Centimeter Radio Continuum Emission

4.1.1. Steady Component

Centimeter continuum emission has been detected toward many
but not all high-mass and low-mass protostars. The emission is
most commonly thought to originate from bremsstrahlung (free-
free) emission from ionized gas, although some protostellar ob-
jects also display nonthermal emission. For high-mass protostars,
the ionization mechanism is photoionization usually in the form
of an embeddedH ii region (Churchwell 1990). For protostars that
are later in spectral type thanB, the ionizing radiation from the star
is not enough to significantly photoionize the surrounding enve-
lope and an alternative mechanism is needed to explain the ob-
served emission (Rodrı́guez et al. 1989; Anglada 1995). Since
nearly all low-mass, embedded protostars are known to havemo-
lecular outflows (e.g., Wu et al. 2004), the ionization is postulated
to arise from shocks generated from a jet (e.g., Cohen et al. 1982;
Bieging & Cohen 1989; Curiel et al. 1987, 1989; Rodrı́guez &
Reipurth 1996; Shang et al. 2004). Direct evidence for this hy-
pothesis comes from observations using interferometers at high
angular resolution. Elongated centimeter continuum emission re-
gions are observed with the same orientation as the large-scale
molecular outflow toward a few protostars (e.g., Anglada 1995;
Bontemps et al. 1996b). In addition, the observed outflow force
(M� km s�1 yr�1) theoretically provides enough energy in the
shock to explain the observed centimeter fluxes toward most
low-mass protostars (Cabrit & Bertout 1992; Skinner et al. 1993;
Anglada 1995). Finally, the radio spectral index of many pro-
tostellar sources is consistent with optically thin (� � �0:1) to
partially optically thick free-free emission between 3.6 and 6.0 cm
(2:0 > � > �0:1; e.g., Anglada et al. 1998; Beltrán et al. 2001).

The centimeter continuum luminosity (e.g., L3:6 ¼ S3:6D
2 mJy

kpc2) of low-mass and intermediate-mass protostellar sources was
first cataloged from the literature in the review byAnglada (1995).
Anglada plotted the 3.6 cm luminosity against the bolometric lumi-
nosity of protostars withLbol< 103 L� and found awell-correlated
relationship (r ¼ 0:79), L3:6 ¼ 10�2:1(Lbol/1 L�)

0:7 mJy kpc2.
This relationship has formed the basis for predictions of the
amount of centimeter emission that is expected in searches for
new low-mass protostars (e.g., Harvey et al. 2002; Stamatellos
et al. 2007). The 3.6 cm luminosity correlation is directly related
to the well-established correlation of outflow force versus bolo-
metric luminosity (Bontemps et al. 1996a;Wu et al. 2004); higher
luminosity sources drive more powerful outflows that result in
a larger degree of shock ionization and therefore a larger 3.6 cm
luminosity (Anglada 1995).

Since 1995,manymore centimeter observations have beenmade
and the spectral coverage of the photometry of protostars has in-
creased.We have used the detailed summary tables of Furuya et al.
(2003; Table 4) and Anglada (1995), supplemented by the surveys
of Eiroa et al. (2005) and Anglada et al. (1998) to catalog the
3.6 cm, 6.0 cm, and bolometric luminosities of detected proto-
stellar sources. We updated the bolometric luminosity of sources
observed in the submillimeter surveys of Shirley et al. (2000),
Mueller et al. (2003), and Young et al. (2003). The resulting sam-
ple of 58 sources at 3.6 cm and 40 sources at 6.0 cm are plotted in
Figure 2. We find updated correlations of

log (L3:6=1 mJy kpc2) ¼ � (2:24 � 0:03)

þ (0:71 � 0:01) log (Lbol=1 L�);

ð2Þ
log (L6:0=1 mJy kpc2) ¼ � (2:51 � 0:03)

þ (0:87 � 0:02) log (Lbol=1 L�);

ð3Þ

with correlation coefficients of r ¼ 0:66 and 0.74, respectively.
This sample is not complete, as there are many more protostellar
centimeter detections for which no Lbol has been published. Never-
theless, we have updated the correlation of Anglada (1995) with
twice as many points at 3.6 cm and plotted the correlation at 6.0 cm
for the first time.
For comparison, we have plotted the 3.6 and 6.0 cm lumi-

nosities of L1014-IRS in Figure 2 at the distances of 200, 400,
and 900 pc. L1014-IRS is above the correlation at all distances,
indicating that we have detectedmore centimeter continuum flux
than expected.
The spectral index of sources between 3.6 and 6.0 cm is used

to argue for the interpretation that the emission mechanism is
consistent with partially optically thick free-free emission. Op-
tically thin free-free emission is expected to have a spectral index
� ¼�0:1 at centimeter wavelengths. In the optically thick limit,
� approaches 2.0, with intermediate values indicative of par-
tially optically thick plasmas. We have also plotted the spectral
index of sources from the literature that have been detected at both
wavelengths and have a published Lbol determination in Figure 2.
No correlation of � is observedwith bolometric luminosity, prob-
ably indicating that the optical depth associated with the jet’s
shock ionization is not dependent on the total protostellar lu-
minosity or the strength of the molecular outflow. The median
spectral index is � ¼ 0:5, with most protostellar sources having
flat or positive spectral indices. This median value is close to the
result expected for an ionized wind or jet with a 1/r2 density
gradient (e.g., Panagia & Felli 1975; Wright & Barlow 1975;
Reynolds 1986). Unfortunately, most of the sources in Figure 2
were not observed at both wavelengths on the same day, and
variability may result in significant scatter in the plot.
The spectral index of the quiescent emission of L1014-IRS

(0:37 � 0:34) is consistent with ionized free-free emission with
a density gradient. The spectral index agrees well with the median
of the ensemble of protostellar sources measured.
We have also updated the correlation between outflow force

Fout (M� km s�1 yr�1) and centrimetric luminosity of Anglada
(1995) using the molecular outflow compilations of Bontempts
et al. (1996b), Furuya et al. (2003), andWu et al. (2004). The up-
dated correlation of 44 sources is weak (r ¼ 0:55),

log (Fout=1 M� km s�1 yr�1) ¼ �(3:15 � 0:07)

þ (0:67 � 0:03) log (L3:6=1 mJy kpc2): ð4Þ
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This correlation is interpreted as evidence that jets from the mo-
lecular outflow provide enough shock ionization to account
to the observed centimeter continuum emission (e.g., Anglada
1995). Assuming maximum ionization efficiency, the minimum
outflow force needed to create the observed level of 3.6 cm
flux was estimated by Curiel et al. (1987, 1989) to be Fout ¼
10�3:5(L3:6/1 mJy kpc2). This level is shown by a dashed line in
Figure 2d. The observed outflow force toward L1014-IRS ranges
from 0.04 to 2:9 ; 10�6 M� km s�1 yr�1 for distances of

200Y900 pc (see Bourke et al. 2005). At a distance of 200 pc, the
upper limit on the outflow force is a factor of 2 lower than theCuriel
theoretical minimumoutflow force. The upper limit in the observed
outflow force includes estimates of the missing flux due to inter-
ferometric spatial filtering as well as the average opacity correc-
tions for low-mass protostellar outflows (see Bourke et al. 2005).
Given the range of uncertainty in these estimates, the observed
outflow force is below, but not necessarily inconsistent with, the
theoretical minimum outflow force needed to produce the observed

Fig. 2.—Updated correlation of (a) 3.6 and (b) 6.0 cm luminosity vs. bolometric luminosity for protostars. The solid line is a linear regression for all points (excluding
L1014). The L1014-IRS 3.6 and 6.0 cmquiescent luminosities are shown as triangles for distances of 200, 400, and 900 pc (always increasing left to right in all panels). (c) The
spectral index of sources from the literature with L1014-IRS plotted as triangles at different distances. The dashed line is the � expected for optically thin free-free
emission. (d ) The outflow force (Fout ¼ Pout/tdyn) plotted vs. centimeter continuum luminosity. The solid line is a linear regression to the points (L1014-IRS excluded),
while the dotted line is the Anglada correlation from 1995. The dashed line is the theoretical minimum relationship from Curiel et al. (1989). L1014-IRS is plotted as
triangles for the three standard distances. The error bars in Fout represent the limits determined by Bourke et al. (2005) and are not statistical error bars.
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3.6 cm luminosity. The disagreement between the observed out-
flow force is more pronounced at larger distances, increasing to
an order of magnitude below the theoretical curve for a distance
of 900 pc.

The small observed molecular outflow force and the large ob-
served centimeter continuum luminosities may indicate that an-
other ionization mechanism is operating in L1014-IRS. There are
a few other possibilities that have been discussed in the literature.
We shall analyze the viability of two popular possibilities.

Radiative transfer modeling of emission at 24 and 70 �m in-
dicate a flux excess from a disk around L1014-IRS (Young et al.
2004). Neufeld & Hollenbach (1996) postulated that the super-
sonic infall of material onto a protostellar disk will create an ac-
cretion shock with enough ionization to generate �1 mJy of
continuum emission at centimeter wavelengths at distances of
�200 pc. However, this mechanism does not appear to be able to
provide enough ionization to explain the emission observed to-
ward L1014-IRS. In order to produce 90 �Jy emission at 6 cm
at a distance of 200 pc, the protostellar mass has to be >2 M�,
and the accretion rate onto the disk must be >10�4 M� yr�1 (see
Fig. 2 of Neufeld & Hollenbach 1996). Estimates of the proto-
stellar mass are very uncertain and highly distance dependent;
however, 2M� is likely larger than the L1014-IRS protostar and
disk mass, even for the far distance estimate of 900 pc (see
Young et al. 2004). Furthermore, this accretion rate is an order of
magnitude larger than the range of inferred accretion rates from
the observed outflow momentum flux and the modeled internal
luminosity of the source (�3 ; 10�5 M� yr�1; Bourke et al. 2006;
Young et al. 2004). Ionization from an accretion shock does not
appear to be a likely explanation.

A more plausible possibility is that there is a spherical wind
component. The expected continuum emission from self-shocked
spherical winds have been modeled by numerous authors (e.g.,
Panagia & Felli 1975; Wright & Barlow 1975; Reynolds 1986;
González & Cantó 2002). The recent study of González & Cantó
model a time variable wind that generates internal shocks (Raga
et al. 1990), which produce ionization and centimeter continuum
emission (see Ghavamian & Hartigan 1998). Their models pro-
duce centimeter continuum emission of several hundreds of
�Jy and spectral indices that are positive for mass loss rates of
10�6M� yr�1 at a distance of 150 pc. Accounting for the larger
distance estimates of 200Y900 pc and potentially lower mass-
loss rates for L1014-IRS, then this type of emission may still ac-
count for the flux observed at 3.6 and 6 cm (�100 �Jy). However,
the spherical windmodel is usually applied to evolved protostellar
sources that are Class II (classical T Tauri stars) or later (e.g.,
Evans et al. 1987). If L1014-IRS is an older, more evolved pro-
tostar, then this may not be a problem (x 4.3).

4.1.2. Variable Component

While the quiescent component of L1014-IRS is constant over
five epochs with a positive spectral index, the emission properties
of L1014-IRSwere significantly different during the single epoch
of 2004 August 21. The 6 cm flux was larger by a factor of 2,
S6:0(21 Aug 2004) ¼ 173 � 16 �Jy. Unfortunately, the spectral
index of elevated emission was not determined, since L1014-IRS
was observed at a single wavelength. Circular polarization was
detected at the 5 � level indicating nonthermal emission. Thus,
L1014-IRS has variable centimeter emission, although the time-
scale of the variability is not constrained, since it was seen to vary
during only a single epoch.

In general, variability of centimeter continuum sources has
not been properly addressed, since observations of sources are lim-
ited to a few epochs. There has not been a systematic, monthly

monitoring campaign of deeply embedded sources to character-
ize their centimeter variability; however, there is observational
evidence for variability among deeply embedded protostellar
sources. For instance, the Class 0 source, B335, is known to vary
between an upper limit of <80�Jy (1994December) and 390�Jy
(2001 January) at 3.6 cm (Avila et al. 2001; Reipurth et al. 2002).
Another example is the variability and purported evidence for jet
precession of the centimeter continuum sources toward IRAS
16293 (Chandler et al. 2005). Variability contributes scatter (de-
correlation) of the luminosity correlations shown in Figure 2.
In additional to the known variable thermal sources, several
nonthermal protostellar sources are known to be highly variable
(e.g., T Tauri stellar flares; see White 1996); but, most of those
objects are more evolved than deeply embedded protostars.
The observed increase in emission on 2004 August 21 and 5 �

Stokes V detection is indicative of variable nonthermal emission
toward L1014-IRS. While there have been a few high-mass pro-
tostars with observed negative spectral indices (e.g., Reid et al.
1995; Garay et al. 1996), most embedded (�Class I ) low-mass
protostars with centimeter radio emission have positive spectral
indices (see Fig. 2). There are only a few embedded low-mass
protostars toward which negative spectral index, nonthermal
emission is detected (e.g., Shepherd & Kurtz 1999; Girart et al.
2002). One case, R CrA IRS5, was detected with significant cir-
cular polarization (Feigelson et al. 1998). The authors postulate
that the emission is due to gyrosynchrotron emission and may
originate from magnetic reconnection events associated with
flares (Feigelson et al. 1998). The physical mechanism for gen-
erating the radio flare is still not well understood (e.g., Basri
2004), and it is questionable whether it applies to the embedded
phase of low-mass protostars (see below). A second case, IRAS
19243+2350, is a steep spectrum nonthermal source (� ¼ �0:82�
0:04) that is elongated in the direction of its CO outflow (Girart
et al. 2002). Girart et al. postulate that the emission may origi-
nate from a biconical synchrotron source tracing the protostellar
jet, similar to observations of the high-mass sourceW3(OH) (Reid
et al. 1995; Wilner et al. 1999). Nonthermal emission may be
present in low-mass protostellar jets, but the level of emission
may be dominated by the thermal, shock-ionized component of
the jet. In the case of L1014-IRS, this nonthermal jet component
would have to be variable. We shall discuss several possibil-
ities for the origin of the observed nonthermal emission toward
L1014-IRS.
In order to better understand the nonthermal emission mech-

anism, we estimate the brightness temperature of the emission to
be Tb ¼ S�k

2d 2/2kR2
emit ¼ 0:14Y2:8 ; 106 K for distances of

200Y900 pc and an emitting region that is Remit ¼ 1 AU in size.
The brightness temperature is very sensitive to the assumed size
of the emitting region. A Remit of 1 AU is appropriate for a small
flare, but smaller when compared to the solar coronal emitting
region, which is typically less than�5 AU (e.g., Leto et al. 2000).
Since the emission observed toward L1014-IRS was unresolved,
even in the A-array configuration, then we can only limit the size
of the emission region to<90(D/200 pc) AU. For instance, if we
assumed that the emitting region was 45 AU (half of our A-array
resolution), then the brightness temperature drops to <100 K.
This is too low even for the steady, thermal free-free component
(T � 104 K), unless the emission was very optically thick. This
cannot be the case, since � 31 would imply � approaching 2.0,
which is not observed. While the size of the emitting region is
severely unconstrained, the detection of circular polarization in-
dicates nonthermal emission probably on small (<few AU) size
scales, most likely due to gyrosynchrotron emission (e.g., Ramaty
1969; Dulk & Marsh 1982).
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Radio flares are observed toward very low-mass objects in-
cluding browndwarfs (Berger 2002,Osten& Jayawardhana 2006),
late M dwarfs (Berger 2006), and T Tauri stars (Bieging & Cohen
1989; White et al. 1992). The typical level of quiescent emission
toward low-mass stars and brown dwarfs is 100�Jy, and the flares
are 1 mJy (for nearby distances of �30 pc), with significant cir-
cular polarization ( fc � 50%) detected during the flaring events.
The spectral luminosity at 6 cm of L1014-IRS during the event is
L� ¼ 4�D2S� ¼ 4:7 ; 1015(D/200 pc)2 erg s�1 Hz�1. This is
about 2400 times larger than the most luminous observed solar
flares (Bastian 2004) and about 200 times larger than the flares
observed by Berger (2006) toward late M dwarfs. If the radio
emission is due to a flare, it must be a powerful flare, since L1014-
IRS is at least 20 times farther away than the average distance of
sources detected by Berger (hdi ¼ 10:6 � 5:1 pc). However, it is
not larger than the typical nonthermal flaring emission observed
toward young T Tauri stars of L� ¼ 1015Y1018 erg s�1 Hz�1

(Güdel 2002). The ratio of spectral flare luminosity to bolometric
luminosity, L�/Lbol ¼ 4 ; 10�18 Hz�1, is also similar to the ratio
observed toward classical T Tauri stars (see Güdel 2002).

The timescale over which radio flares toward low-mass stars
are observed tends to occur over minutes to hours. For instance, the
low-mass brown dwarf, LP944-2, discovered by the 2001 NRAO
summer students (Berger 2002), displays flaring activity with an
average timescale of 10Y15minutes. This is very different from the
activity observed toward L1014-IRS on 2004 August 21.We de-
tected no evidence for short-term variability within our detected
emission. The source appears to have a nearly constant flux that
is twice as high as the steady component for at least an 8 hr pe-
riod. This elevated emission then appears to be longer in duration
than that observed during flaring events toward low-mass (proto)
stars (Güdel 2002).

An alternative possibility is that the elevated emission is not
due to a flare, but due to rotational modulation of a nonthermal
component associated with the magnetic connection between
disk and accretion onto the star (i.e., Bieging & Cohen 1989).
Such a mechanism has been postulated for the T Tauri star, V410
Tauri, with a rotational period of 1.9 days. The observed emis-
sion toward V410 is 1 mJy with a negative spectral index. If the
accretion spot is blocked from view for a fraction of the stellar
rotation period, then it is possibly that we could have observed
the source with the accretion spot is in view on 2004 August 21
and with the accretion spot blocked from view during the other
epochs. The rotational period of L1014-IRS must be longer than
8 hr, since elevated emission was observed during the entire 8 hr
track. A negative spectral index was observed towardV410 Tauri,
while a negative spectral has not been observed toward L1014-IRS.
This hypothesis is highly speculative and would require a regular
monitoring campaign to test.

Unfortunately, it is currently not possible to strongly constrain
the origin of the nonthermal component toward L1014-IRS. The
expanded bandwidth of the eVLA is needed to permit a sys-
tematic monitoring campaign with high enough signal-to-noise
ratios in only a few hour observations to routinely check for a
Stokes V detection and to determine an instantaneous spectral
index.

4.2. Water Maser Nondetections

A compact, weak molecular outflow has been detected toward
L1014-IRS (Bourke et al. 2005); therefore, it may be possible to
detect water masers if the jet is impinging on dense knots of
material near the protostar. Previous monitoring of water masers
around low-luminosity protostars (L � 10 L�) indicate that the
maser activity is highly variable and fugacious (e.g.,Wilking et al.

1994; Claussen et al. 1996; Furuya et al. 2003). There appears
to be a threshold in luminosity (LIRAS > 25 L�) above which
water masers are always detected (Wilking et al. 1994). In gen-
eral, low-luminosity protostars display less water maser activ-
ity and have lower isotropic water maser luminosities than their
high-luminosity counterparts (e.g., Brand et al. 2003; Furuya
et al. 2003). The lowest luminosity protostar with a water ma-
ser detection is the Class 0 source, GF9-2, with Lbol ¼ 0:3 L�
(Furuya et al. 2003). If the distance to L1014 is 200 pc, then
protostellar luminosity of L1014-IRS is a factor of 3 less lumi-
nous than GF9-2. A search for water masers toward VeLLOs sig-
nificantly expands the probed luminosity parameter space.

Water maser activity for low-mass protostars is quantified in
terms of the isotropic maser luminosity, LisoH2O

¼ 4�D2
R
S� d�

(e.g.,Wouterloot &Walmsley 1986).We can calculate the 3 � up-
per limit to the isotropic maser luminosity of L1014-IRS using
the combined rms of the nondetections (3.1 mJy beam�1 in a
24.4 kHz channel). The average linewidth of H2Omasers sources
with Lbol < 10 L� is �vh i ¼ 1:2 � 0:4 km s�1 (Furuya et al.
2003), corresponding to 3.5 channels in the VLA spectrum. There-
fore, the 3 � upper limit to the maser intensity toward L1014-IRS,
assuming the average maser linewidth, is 11.2 mJy beam�1.

Furuya et al. (2003) find a correlation between the average
isotropic H2O maser luminosity and Lbol; however, there is a
mistake in their conversion from integrated intensity (K km s�1)
to isotropic water maser luminosity (L�) due to confusion of
kiloparsecs with parsecs (Furuya 2007, private communication).
The correct conversion equation is given by

LisoH2O
¼ 2:5 ; 10�9 L�

D

200 pc

� �2 R
T 	
A dv

1 K km s�1

� �
: ð5Þ

We have updated the Furuya et al. correlation by correcting the
conversion factor in their Table 2 and also adding in points from
the literature, namely from a survey of high-mass star-forming
regions and UCH ii regions by Wouterloot & Walmsley (1986),
Palla et al. (1993), and a survey of Bok globules by Gómez et al.
(2006). Unfortunately, we were not able to add points from some
prominent water maser surveys such asWilking et al. (1994) and
Valdettaro et al. (2002), due to incomplete reporting or differ-
ences in the definition of the integrated flux. The updated cor-
relation for 73 maser sources is shown in Figure 3. While at any
given epoch, the water maser luminosity of a source is highly
variable, the mean isotropic water maser luminosity is well cor-
related with Lbol (r ¼ 0:88) over 6 orders of magnitude in bolo-
metric luminosity: LH2O ¼ 3 ; 10�9 L�L

0:94
bol . The relationship is

less well correlated (r ¼ 0:61), but does not significantly change,
if we restrict the linear regression to just low-luminosity sources
with Lbol < 100 L�, LH2O ¼ 3 ; 10�9 L�L

0:93
bol . The best-fit slope

is near the mean value from the many determinations made in the
literature: e.g., Wouterloot & Walmsley (1986, L0:7Br ); Felli et al.
(1992, L1:02Br ); Palla et al. (1993, L0:9IRAS); and Brand et al. (2003,
L0:81Br ).

If we extrapolate this correlation to the internal luminosity
of L1014-IRS at 200 pc (0.09 L�), then the expected LH2O is
3 ; 10�10 L�. Therefore, our 3 � upper limits (LH2O < 9:3 ;
10�12(D/200 pc)2 L�) are more than an order of magnitude be-
low the predicted correlation and are significant compared to the
strength of other detected low-luminosity protostars. The VLA
is a very sensitive instrument for water maser searches, and a sys-
tematic monitoring campaign toward newly identified VeLLOs
with molecular outflows is needed to constrain the threshold for
the excitation of water masers.
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4.3. The Distance and Evolutionary State of L1014-IRS

4.3.1. Distance

The evolutionary state of L1014-IRS depends on many ob-
servational factors and on the assumed distance to the protostar.
Distances to dark clouds are very difficult to determine by stan-
dard star counting or extinction techniques (e.g., Schmidt 1975).
For the previously published papers from the Cores to Disk Legacy
group, a distance of 200 pc was assumed. Recent observation of
T Tauri stars, presumed to be associated with the L1014 dense
core, indicate that the distance is greater than 400 pc and may
be as large as 900 pc (Morita et al. 2006). The association of the
T Tauri stars with the dense core is not clear, as L1014 is located in
a region with multiple dark clouds within a few degrees. Nev-
ertheless, in light of these new results, we discuss the physical
properties derived toward the L1014 core and L1014-IRS with
distances that range from 200 to 900 pc (see Table 2).
One potential tool to constrain the distance to L1014 is the use of

stellar color excess, E(B� V ), of stars in the direction of L1014
(see Bourke et al. 1995). The MK Classification Extension Cata-
logue (Morris-Kennedy1983) is used to determine the spectral type
and the intrinsic stellar color (B� V )0. If the dark clouds near
L1014 are associated with each other, then the extinction measured
toward the MK stars may be used to look for discrete jumps in
extinctionwith distance. This method is used to produce Figure 4
for stars within 10� of L1014. As evinced by E. E. Barnard’s
original photographs of this region (1927), there are many dark
clouds within 10� of L1014. One of the clouds, B164 (3.8� from
L1014), is estimated to be 200Y240 pc away based on its ap-
parent association with the nearby star 80 Cygni (Pagani et al.
1996). Another cloud, B361 (3.1� fromL1014), was estimated to be
350 pc away (Schmidt 1975). Unfortunately, many of these clouds
are probably not directly associated with L1014. As a result, there
is no clear jump in extinction with distance, but instead the jump
in extinction occurs over a range of values from 200 to 500 pc.

TABLE 2

L1014 Derived Properties with a Distance Dependence

Property Dependence D = 200 pc D = 400 pc D = 900 pc Units Reference

��pkcore .................................. D �1600 �3200 �7200 AU 1, 3, 5

Lint ....................................... D2 0.09 0.36 1.8 L� 1

Menv(Rd)............................... D2 1.7 6.8 34.4 M� 1

nmm
c ......................................... D �1/2 1.5 ; 105 1.1 ; 105 7.1 ; 104 cm �3 1

Mvir(Rd)................................ D 4.2 8.4 19.0 M� 2

R nir
o ........................................ D 0.13 � 0.16 0.26 � 0.32 0.59 � 0.72 pc 3

iout........................................ . . . >60� >60� >60� . . . 3

Rout ...................................... D 540 1080 2430 AU 4

Mout...................................... D2 0.14Y1.4 ; 10�4 0.56Y5.6 ; 10�4 0.28Y2.8 ; 10�3 M� 4

t dynout ....................................... D 700 1400 3150 yr 4

Ṁout ..................................... D <2 ; 10�7 <4 ; 10�7 <9 ; 10�7 M� yr �1 4

Pout ...................................... D2 0.24Y4.5 ; 10�4 0.1Y1.8 ; 10�3 0.5Y9.1 ; 10�3 M� km s�1 4

Eout ...................................... D2 0.02Y1.4 ; 10�3 0.1Y5.8 ; 10�3 0.05Y2.9 ; 10�2 M� km2 s�2 4

Lmech
out ...................................... D 0.03Y2.5 ; 10�4 0.7Y5.0 ; 10�4 0.15Y1.1 ; 10�3 L� 4

F obs
out ...................................... D 0.34Y6.4 ; 10�7 0.07Y1.3 ; 10�6 0.15Y2.9 ; 10�6 M� km s�1 yr�1 4

L3.6....................................... D2 4.4 ; 10�3 1.8 ; 10�2 9.0 ; 10�2 mJy kpc2 6

L6.0....................................... D2 3.5 ; 10�3 1.4 ; 10�2 7.1 ; 10�2 mJy kpc2 6

Lflare� ......................................... D2 3.9 ; 1015 1.6 ; 1016 7.9 ; 1016 erg s�1 Hz�1 6

LisoH2O
..................................... D2 <9 ; 10 �12 <4 ; 10�11 <2 ; 10�10 L� 6

Notes.—Source properties:��pkcore = plane-of-sky distance betweenL1014-IRS and dense core peak,Lint = L1014-IRS internal luminosity (4�D2
R
S	� d�), Menv =mass

of the envelope, nmm
c = Bonnor-Ebert central density frommm continuum, Mvir = envelope virial mass,Rnir

o = outer radius, Rout = outflow radius, iout = outflow inclination,
Mout = outflow mass, t

dyn
out = outflow dynamical time, Ṁout = outflow mass-loss rate, Pout = outflow momentum, Eout = outflow energy, Lmech

out = outflow mechanical
luminosity,F obs

out = outflow force,L3.6 = 3.6 cmquiescent luminosity (S3:6D
2),L6 ¼ 6 cmquiescent luminosity (S6:0D

2),LCare� ¼ 6 cmflare spectral luminosity (4�D2S6:0), and
LisoH2O

= isotropic H2O maser luminosity (4�D2
R
S� d�).

References.— (1) Young et al. 2004; (2) Crapsi et al. 2005; (3) Huard et al. 2006; (4) Bourke et al. 2006; (5) S.-P. Lai et al. 2007, in preparation, (6) this paper.

Fig. 3.—Updated correlation of isotropic water maser luminosity vs. the bo-
lometric luminosity. The filled points are from Furuya et al. (2003), the open circles
are fromGómez et al. (2006), the open triangles are fromPalla et al. (1993), and the
open squares are fromWouterloot &Walmsley (1986). The filled circles are sources
that were detected at all epochs in the Furuya et al. survey. The filled squares had at
least one nondetection,while the filled triangles only had one detection. The error bars
on the Furuya et al. points correspond to the maximal and minimal isotropic water
maser luminosity observed. The solid line is the linear regression for all the points in
the figure (excluding L1014-IRS). The upper limits in the lower left are for VLA
observations of L1014 at distances of 200, 400, and 900 pc.
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Since many of the derived properties have different depen-
dences on distance in Table 2, we can attempt to use them to limit
the range of distances to the core. The mass of the dense core has
been determined from dust continuum observations (Young et al.
2004, Md / D2) and molecular line observations (Crapsi et al.
2005,Mvir / D). The virial mass is equal to the dust mass (using
the same radius to calculate both quantities) at a distance of 500 pc;
however, if we allow for the typical uncertainties in assumed dust
opacity, then the dust mass is usually within a factor of 2 of the
virial mass for star-forming cores (e.g., Shirley et al. 2002, 2003).
Such a range varies the distance from 250 to 1000 pc.

A better constraint is found from the measured outer radius of
the dense core. The radius was determined by near-infrared ex-
tinction observations of background stars (Huard et al. 2006). The
size of low-mass star forming cores is limited to typical outer
radii of �60,000 AU (Shirley et al. 2002; Jørgensen et al. 2002;
Kandori et al. 2005), or �0.3 pc. The measured outer radius is
less than 0.3 pc only for distances of 400 pc or less. Therefore,
the size of the dense core argues for a closer value of the distance
to L1014.

The current set of observations are unable to place strong
constraints on the distance to L1014, although there is evidence
for a distance of <500 pc. A detailed spectroscopic study of stars
near the periphery of L1014 is needed to better constrain the
distance.

4.3.2. Evolutionary State

A fundamental question that remains to be answered is whether
L1014-IRS is a newly formed protostar or a more evolved, ac-
creting object. In order to address this question, wemust synthesize
the current observational information on L1014. The derived quan-
tities are summarized in Table 2.

First, there is a discrepancy between the modeled density struc-
ture of the L1014 dense core from the near-infrared extinction
map (Huard et al. 2006) and the (sub)millimeter continuummaps
(Young et al. 2004). The near-infrared data fit a Bonnor-Ebert
sphere (Ebert 1955; Bonnor 1956), a hydrostatic pressure-bounded
configuration, with a central density that is a factor of 8 higher than
the (sub)millimeter models. Both methods have biases that com-
promise the estimates of the central density. The (sub)millimeter
observations detect the core at less than 10 �, resulting in a rel-
atively low signal-to-noise radial profile. The ability to success-
fully model the size of the ‘‘plateau’’ region of a Bonnor-Ebert
profile is marginalized by the poor signal-to-noise ratio and tele-
scope resolution (Y. L. Shirley & K. Jørgensen 2007, in prepara-
tion). Therefore, the (sub)millimeter models are a lower limit to
the central density of the core. The near-infrared extinction maps
are limited by the number of background stars that can be traced at

high extinction (AV > 30 mag). In the case of L1014, there are
only two stars above 35 mag that heavily bias the smoothed
density structure (T. Huard 2006, private communication). There-
fore, near-infrared extinction mapping is unable to reliably de-
termine the size of the ‘‘plateau’’ region for densities above a few
105 cm�3. The true central density of L1014 probably lies be-
tween 105 and 106 cm�3. These value indicate a core that is mod-
erately to strongly centrally condensed, but there are dense starless
cores that have higher central densities (e.g., L1544; Evans et al.
2001; L183, Pagani et al. 2003).

The evolutionary state of L1014-IRS may not be directly tied
to the density structure of the core, since L1014 may have frag-
mented in the past. There is evidence for this hypothesis, since
L1014-IRS is not located at the peak of the dust column density
or molecular column density distributions (Young et al. 2004;
Crapsi et al. 2005; Huard et al. 2006; S. -P. Lai et al. 2007, in
preparation), unlike the case for other Class 0 protostars (see
Shirley et al. 2000; Jørgensen et al. 2002). The protostar is located
800 to the north of the core peak or 1600Y7200AU in separation in
the plane of the sky for distances of 200Y900 pc. While this dis-
tance is within the core’s FWHM contour (see Jørgensen et al.
2007), it may be evidence of fragmentation. Fragmentation of
the core is amore likely possibility due to the higher than average
(for low-mass, dense cores) level of turbulence observed toward
L1014 (MacLow & Klessen 2004); it is higher than observed in
most starless cores, with a CS line width of 0.68 km s�1 (Crapsi
et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2004). The protostar may have also moved
from its birth site near the peak of the core. This can occur if
nonspherical accretion is considered (Stamatellos et al. 2005).
For a reasonable protostellar velocity of 0.1 km s�1 (Walsh et al.
2007), it would take L1014-IRS from 75,000 to 350,000 years to
move 800 in projection for distances of 200Y900 pc. These num-
bers are within the estimated lifetimes of the prestellar and Class 0
protostellar phases (Kirk et al. 2005; Ward-Thompson et al. 2007).

L1014-IRS has a disk (Young et al. 2004) and is currently
accreting material at a relatively low rate based on its weak mo-
lecular outflow and low luminosity. The outflow has been active
for at least several thousand years, since an observable outflow
cavity has been cleared over a region greater than 1000 [corre-
sponding to >2000(D/200 pc) AU] and has a wide opening angle
(� � 100

�
; Huard et al. 2006). L1014-IRS is still classified as a

Class 0 source; however, if the distance is greater than 200 pc,
L1014-IRS would not be strictly classified as a VeLLO, since its
internal luminosity is most likely greater than 0.1 L�.

The radio continuum observations indicate that L1014-IRS is
one of the lowest luminosity protostars toward which centimeter
continuum emission is detected. The 3.6 and 6 cm emission is
higher than expected for its protostellar luminosity, and the out-
flow force is lower than theoretically expected for its centimeter
continuum luminosity. Shock ionization from the protostellar
outflow is marginally a plausible explanation for nearby distances
(D < 500 pc). Another possible explanationmay be a self-shocked
spherical wind, although this type of emission is usually associated
with more evolved protostellar objects. Variable emission is ob-
served, and the properties are consistent with the flaring prop-
erties observed toward T Tauri stars except for the duration of the
elevated emission. The true nature of the variable nonthermal
component is still a mystery. The characteristics of both the ther-
mal steady component and the variable nonthermal component
are consistent with centimeter continuum emission from the later
stages of protostellar evolution. The bulk evidence seems to in-
dicate that L1014-IRS is not an extremely young protostar (e.g.,
a first or second hydrostatic core), but instead seems to have been
accreting material for at least several thousand years to tens of

Fig. 4.—Color excess vs. distance of MK Extension Catalog stars within 10�

of L1014. The distance modulus is derived assuming a ratio of selective to total
extinction of RV ¼ 3:1 ¼ AV /E(B� V ) (Weingartner & Draine 2001).
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thousands of years and is currently observed in a low accretion
state, because it has decoupled from the peak of the L1014 dense
core.

Future observations are needed to better characterize the cen-
timeter continuum emission variability and to better constrain
the mass-loss properties of L1014-IRS. Observations with the
new eVLA correlator will permit ‘‘instantaneous’’ spectral index
studies due to the greatly enhanced bandwidth. Deep monitoring
(rms < 20 �Jy) of the centimeter emission of low-mass proto-
stars will be possible with integration times less than 1 hr. If
L1014-IRS is observed during a ‘‘flaring’’ event with the eVLA,
it will be much easier to measure the degree of circular polarization
and to test for short-term variability. Near-infrared observations of
the protostar with large aperture telescopes (e.g., Gemini 8 m) of
accretion diagnostics, such asBr	, are needed to better constrain the
accretion properties of L1014-IRS. Finally, high angular resolution
observations of the dense core with an interferometer with a wide
range of u, v coverage and brightness sensitivity (e.g., eVLA,
CARMA, ALMA) will permit detailed analysis of the density
structure of the inner core and the properties of the core in the
offset regions between the protostar and the core column den-
sity peak.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have detected centimeter radio continuum emission from
L1014-IRS at 3.6 and 6.0 cm. The emission is characterized by a
quiescent, nearly constant unresolved component of 90 �Jy at
6 cm with a spectral index of � ¼ 0:37 � 0:34 between 3.6 and
6 cm.We have updated, using recently published observations of
low-mass protostars, the correlations of 3.6 and 6.0 cm contin-
uum luminosity versus bolometric luminosity and the correlation

of molecular outflow force with 3.6 cm luminosity. The quiescent
emission component is consistent with partially ionized free-free
emission, but is above the linear correlation for low-mass proto-
stars between 3.6 cm luminosity and bolometric luminosity and
below the correlation of outflow force and 3.6 cm luminosity. The
quiescent continuum emission may be explained by shock ion-
ization from the protostellar jet or a time-variable wind. A non-
thermal brightening by a factor of 2 of the 6 cm continuum was
detected on 2004 August 21 with 48% � 16% circular polari-
zation at the 5 � level. The true nature of the variable nonthermal
component remains a mystery, although the ratio of the flare
luminosity to bolometric luminosity is consistent with those
observed toward T Tauri flares. We have also updated the corre-
lation of isotropic water maser luminosity with bolometric lu-
minosity. We do not detect water masers toward L1014-IRS,
consistent with the highly variable nature of water masers around
low-luminosity protostars. Analysis of the derived properties of
the L1014 dense core and the L1014-IRS protostar indicate that
it is probably not an extremely young protostar, but is a low-
luminosity source that appears to have been accreting for at least
several thousand years and is currently in a low accretion state.
Properties of the protostar and dense core indicate it is probably
at a distance of <500 pc.
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